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Trails in this section : You can download the listings from here : For.UNILAD UNILAD Magazine (previously Ultimate Play the Game Magazine) is an independent British video game magazine focused on the entire spectrum of video games, including strategy, action, sports, puzzle, first-person shooters, and RPGs. It was founded by Wayne Daynes and Steve Dunn in July 1997
and is published by UBM Media and released fortnightly. The first issue was published in December 1997. History The magazine was launched in December 1997 with the 12th issue being published in March 1998. The magazine changed its name to "UNILAD" in December 1999, and has continued to use that name ever since. It has been published continuously since its
launch. The magazine produces a bi-monthly "All Time Top 10" countdown chart in which it lists the top 10 highest selling games ever. UNILAD and the UK games industry UNILAD and UK games press in general has been described as "largely negative" in the context of their treatment of videogames. An editorial in the first issue stated "we’re not about criticising games as
a whole; we just want to report the facts about games and share them with you." A newsletter published on a monthly basis throughout most of the late 1990s and early 2000s, the "Factsheet", highlighted a number of negative industry figures and aspects of the games media, and a year-by-year review of the UK games industry, that were considered either inaccurate or
misleading. These included claims of games journalism as a positive industry (it was in fact "a relatively minor activity"), the suggestion that games journalism in the 1990s was more vibrant than it was (it was in fact a year-by-year decline), a claim that the games industry was primarily in entertainment (it was in fact entertainment and sport), that games journalism was
an indication of a declining industry (it was a direct reflection of the industry's health), a claim that the games industry was for children (it was primarily for adults), and an assertion that the industry was in trouble because it produced cheap "kiddy-porn" and licensed video games. Factsheet editor Mark C. Peterson wrote that it had "made a very simple argument. The
industry is in trouble – there are too many games so we don’t need to play as many. The message appeared to be 'don’t ask what games journalism can 6d1f23a050
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